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Opinion

In the treatment of diseases like cancer, reducing the difficulties of patients is so considerable.

Problems that can hurt the patient during the treatment such as, pain, stress, hard surgery, damaging healthy tissues around the target region, long course of treatment and etc. These kinds of problems make the patient feels bad along with his/her disease. By looking back at the past of cancer treatment system, it’s clear that during the different decades, Researches and Scientists have tried to reduce these problems and today, modern technologies like Cyberknife, Tomotherapy and Radixact have helped medical world to achieve this great goal.

Cyberknife by using high-tech systems for tracking and adjustment the target with submillimeter accuracy in order to protection healthy tissues around the target area, and exceptional maneuverability is the best choice to treat the tumors that are located near to the so critical and sensitive organs.

Tomotherapy by using Imaging Systems and Helical radiation with CT structure is capable of eliminating the large tumors.

In the end I want to point out Accuray company true motto, “Every Patient Deserves the best treatment available”.
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